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Chapter 1
There’s a time to die and a time to live. It’s my time to die. The
rope around my neck is tight. Air is already at a premium. I’m
drawing short breaths. Asphyxiation is not a good way to go.
Lack of oxygen and an excess of CO2 demands that the body
breathes.
The rope draws taut around my throat. Rough hemp. Scraping skin as I twist my head. The fan above me beats out the
rhythm of a failing heart. The blindfold I’m wearing lets no
light in.
My feet are numb. Up on my tiptoes I sway. The rope keeps
me vertical. My neck is taking the strain every time I over-balance. My hands are tied behind my back.
The room is cold. The winter outside has come inside. To
add to the chill, the fan blows an iced wind onto my head. The
nearby door, open to the outside world, lets freezing rain splash
on me. My naked body shivers.
A gust and the chair wobbles. My feet dance. My neck
strains. The radio in the room tells me that for $199 down and
nothing to pay for six months I can own a new waterbed.
I chew on the gag. The gasoline in my mouth is bitter. The
gasoline on my body is leaking more heat from my skin as it
evaporates.
The door to the outside cracks back on its hinges, as more
wind is funneled into the room. My toes, slick with fluid, slide
on the chair. I brace my neck and pull myself upright. My throat
is closing. I gag. I slip and slide. Gain some purchase but the
rope is a little tighter. A slip knot. A choker.
A howl from a beast outside echoes around the room, like a
warning from Hades. Distant. I lift myself a quarter of an inch
higher. Enough to ease the thick necklace. I draw in air. Cold
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sustenance pours down my throat. My life, measured in two
half-full lungs. Ill-inflated balloons – crumpled plastic bags in
my chest. I hold the air. Maxing the oxygen exchange. Sucking
the last molecule.
My ribs start to hurt. Aching. The air inside me is heating
up. My body wants to spit it out and drag in the fresh stuff. The
primeval in my head is taking over. I exhale. Air sprays between
my teeth. My toes fold. The rope grabs.
I search for anger. Defiance. A last throw of the dice when
the game is already over. But my vocal chords are neutered. A
dribble of spit leaks between my lips.
My feet slip again. The rope grips, my toes losing contact
with the chair as my airway slams shut. Blind panic kicks in. I
thrash around. My world lights up. Flashes of brilliance as rods
and cones fire. No last thoughts. No lifetime in a heartbeat. No
last-minute calm. Just sheer fear.
My feet scrabble for the chair. A toenail clicks on the surface.
I try to focus. To slow down. I search for the wood beneath me
– my feet slashing. Inside my head there’s nothing but a scream.
And the scream is all I can hear. All I can do. All that I am.
Then I’m down. Falling. I slam into the chair and bounce off
it. I roll across the floor. The rope is still tight but I can breathe.
I suck. Suck hard. Hauling at the air. My throat is a raw pipe.
I roll onto my side. A quarter of a breath. I try to inhale and
exhale at the same time. I choke as more air rushes in. My heart
is a tap dancer in full flow.
‘Had enough?’
I ignore the voice.
The screaming in my head has stopped. I bite another chunk
of air from the room and chew.
‘Enough?’
I cough up bile. Then drink in more of the breathable stuff.
‘I said, have you had enough?’
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The voice is a few feet away. Not threatening. Not really
a hard question. More a gentle enquiry. Quiet, assured – like
asking if you want another beer midway through a Friday night
in the pub.
As my breathing eases, my head goes looking for the past.
Why am I here? What the hell is going on?
‘I’m stopping this. This isn’t helping.’
I agree with the voice. This isn’t helping at all. In what way
could this help anyone? But the statement suggests that help
was the desired end game. I want to nod. I also want to enjoy the
next breath. The breath wins.
‘Craig. This is as extreme as it gets. No more.’
The blindfold is ripped from my head. I close my eyes as
the light blinds me and, then, after a few seconds, I open them
slowly, adjusting to the re-introduction of vision. Blinking.
Squinting. Focusing. The man above me steps away. A door
shuts, stopping the cold breeze.
‘This is just fucking stupid.’
I agree again. But stupid is the wrong word. It implies that
I’m a co-conspirator. Part of this. It implies that help and stupidity are not mutually exclusive. That one led to the other.
Unintended but causal.
Hands work behind me to free the bonds.
‘Can you get up?’
I’m cold as death, the floor is slick with gasoline. My muscles
are fatigued – burnt out from trying to keep me upright. I shake
my head.
‘Lie there for a moment. I’m not up for lifting your naked
corpse. Friends or not.’
Friends. What kind of friend would subject someone to this?
‘Here.’
A coat lands on me.
‘Curl up in that. I’ll start the shower. Once I’ve cleaned up in
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here I’ll get the fire going.’
I lie. Shivering. My breathing shallow. Normalizing.
Thoughts swirling. I find the past. And it dawns on me.
I asked for this to be done to me.
*
Charlie pours me a glass of JD and Coke. Not cola, the real
thing. Two lumps of ice. More JD than Coke. The perfect serve.
I’m showered. Dressed in jeans and a sweat top – the word
Really? writ large on my chest. Sneakers and sport socks wrap
my feet. I’m hugging a fresh blanket. The fire in the grate is
building to a peak. The smell of gasoline still lingers but Charlie
has been thorough. The smell is in my nose – the room has been
scrubbed clean.
Charlie sits across from me. A bodybuilder of old. Medals
to show for it. Thick in the chest. Bald on top. With my lack of
hair, together we’re two eggs. His T-shirt is too tight. More fat
than muscle in places where there used to be more muscle than
fat.
‘I nearly died.’ My voice is hoarse.
‘No you didn’t. I had you the whole time.’
‘You let me swing.’
‘You told me to go for it. All the way, you said. Don’t hold
back.’
‘And you enjoyed it.’
He laughs. ‘Can’t deny it. Watching you dance naked has
always been a fantasy of mine.’
‘Was I good?’
‘I’ve seen better.’
I laugh. Sore. ‘Zip though?’
‘You tell me.’
‘Nothing. I can’t tell if that’s good or bad.’
‘Got to be good.’
I sip at the drink. ‘If the curse is lifted, I agree.’
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‘Do you think it is?’
I know it’s not. ‘No. Bottled but not gone.’
Charlie points at the table. ‘That was out there. I’ve seen you
let it loose with far less.’
My name is Craig McIntyre and I’m a freak of nature. I
bring out the worst in people. I act as a catalyst for violence
in others. I may be the by-product of some fucked-up experiment by a secret US organization. I’m a weapon. Designed as
an assassin. I affect people who know each other. Under stress I
release the evil in them. Buried history pulled to the surface. In
simple terms, you can put me in a room and someone will probably kill someone else.
How does it work? I’ve no idea. Am I really an experiment?
I’m not sure. Paranormal? Supernatural? Who knows. Well,
someone does. Just not me. Nor Charlie.
I’ve been through hell over the years. Been responsible for
the deaths of hundreds. I’m a wanted man. In the main by a senator – Tampoline. An evil bastard. I’m valuable merchandise to
him. He heads up an agency. Some deep-cover black-ops shit.
We’ve clashed twice. I’ve got away from him twice. Whatever it
is that I can do he wants it – he wants it with sugar on.
And he wants it bad enough to be on my tail. He’s running
for president. I know things he doesn’t want given the oxygen of
publicity. So I’m a man on the run. I have two friends: Charlie, a
bar tender from Los Angeles, and Martyn, another one of Tampoline’s ‘most wanted’. He too has a screwed-up superpower. I
bring out the bad. Martyn can put people to sleep. Marvel will
never turn us into caped wonders but at least I’m not alone.
Such is the life of Craig McIntyre.
‘Penny for your thoughts?’ Charlie is leaning on the arm of
the chair.
‘My JD is dry.’ I throw the last of the drink down my throat.
Charlie shakes his head. ‘You ask me to near kill you and
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now I’m your slave.’
I hold my glass. ‘Comes with the territory. You’ve bound
yourself to me for life. The alternative is that I report you for
attempted murder.’
‘That’s nice. Try and help a friend and what do you get?’ He
pauses and then looks me in the eye. ‘Seriously, what we just did
is as extreme as it gets. And nothing happened?’
‘Nada. But it’s still there. Buried in my head. I can feel it.
Curled up tight.’
‘Did you keep it locked up?’
‘Maybe. But at the end all I was doing was trying to survive.’
‘I thought it was stress that brought your shit out.’
‘So did I.’
We were trying to release my inner demon. To push the
envelope. To see where it got us. It was a dumb attempt. I need
two in the room as a minimum but I thought I knew enough
about what I can to do to sense if it wanted out of the box. I think
I’ve learned the sum total of nothing. In the process I got a hell
of a lot closer to death than I intended.
Beyond the door the night begs to get in. Charlie found this
place after my first tangle with Tampoline. Charlie used to own
a bar in LA. Michael’s. An Irish bar. If you were blind.
‘Do you miss the bar?’ I take the new JD from him.
‘Yes. Thanks for fucking it up for me.’
‘Hey. You could have cut me loose anytime.’
‘And the last I’d have seen of you would have been in an open
casket.’
‘You think open’s the way to go.’
‘With your face I’d go for the lead-lined lid – nailed down.’
‘Gold handles?’
‘Brass.’
‘Figures.’
The chat is light. It’s my way of escaping the obvious. I’m not
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full of options. I have a pocketful that I’ve examined on more
occasions than makes sense. Each one a sticky candy, rejected
and re-wrapped – but not discarded. Any option is good but
none, so far, have tasted right. All have been tough chews with
little going for them. I want ones that taste better. Chocolatecoated normal. Easy to digest. A treat to look forward to.
A few in my pocket have a nice flavour but turn sour if you
munch on them long enough. Most have the flavour of sweat.
Hard graft to stay ahead of the chasing pack. Candy for a
runner. I want candy for a lazy bastard. It turns out that, in
my local shop, that flavor’s out of stock. Charlie’s worried. He
knows what trails in behind me. He also knows the resources
that Tampoline has. But he never stops being there. He just
keeps giving.
The fact that he killed my wife might have something to do
with his loyalty to me.
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Chapter 2
The bed is like Goldilocks’ second choice – too soft. Sleep is far
away. I stare at the ceiling. My throat hurts. I reach over to grab
another bottle of water. The third in an hour. I’ll be pissing like
a racehorse soon. Charlie has left the question of ‘what next’
alone. I haven’t. It dances around my head. A naughty child that
won’t sit down. One that keeps asking the same dumb thing.
What do I do? And each time I give the same dumb answer. I
don’t know.
I hear a snap from beyond the window. In this neck of the
woods noises from outside don’t scare me. We’re wrapped in
the sticks, where wild things roam free. City folk like me know
nothing of the dark out here. But I do know that the animals
don’t consider it an invasion of our privacy if they come up to
this house. Yesterday a young doe lay not five yards from the
back door. Catching the sun. Two days ago a rat the size of a
bread bin tried to sneak in the cat flap. This is where the wild
meets the tame.
The noise repeats. A sharp snap. Twig on stone? Claw on
concrete? Tooth on bone? I envisage a bear chewing on our leftovers. Except that Charlie has seen to that. All waste is wrapped
tight. Held in the garage until he can get to the dump. Leaving
food around is rolling out the red carpet to the zoo.
A cough. My breathing stops. The cough is from outside.
Not Charlie. His snore is still good to go.
Shit.
I’m still clothed. It’s been an age since I last stripped to go
to bed. Born to run, as Bruce would say. I slide my feet over the
edge of the mattress. My boots are sitting ready. Laces undone.
Easy to slide on.
I lift the handgun sitting next to my boots, before sliding
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it under my trouser belt. The drapes in here are solid. Heavy
duty. Built to keep heat in. I move in the pitch black and slide
my hands near my thighs – ready to push up. I listen intently.
Nothing.
I slowly ease myself from the springs beneath. They uncoil
with a hiss. Air filling voids. I turn to the door.
We have a plan for this. Charlie insisted on it. I pull my cell
from my pocket. A cheap pre-paid model with no calls made or
received. It’s searching for a network. When it finds it I’ll press
the number three. Short dial. Charlie’s phone should be under
his pillow – on vibrate. I keep my hand over the screen. Shading
the light. But I can see that it’s not connecting. There is a signal
around here. It just goes walkabout every so often.
Finally a bar appears on the phone. I press 3. It rings to an
answering machine. I kill it before it tells me to leave a message.
Come on Charlie; we’ve rehearsed this a dozen times.
I grab the door handle. Listening. More coughs. Not the sign
of a professional. Or maybe we have a professional on a bad day.
Or someone out for a walk. Unlikely – we’re twenty miles from
the nearest town and two miles down a dirt track from the nearest road.
The night holds no new sounds.
I hit 3 again. Charlie’s bedroom is at the other end of the
house. Plan A is for him to check the rear – me the front.
I’m on my way to do my bit. He, on the other hand, is sleeping – the phone kicks to answer machine again. I check the
corridor. Clear. I keep my part of the bargain and start for the
main room. I hit redial again.
The room still holds some heat. The fire has a faint glow.
Dying embers. I concentrate on the job at hand, keeping away
from the windows, backing along the rear wall. I pass by the
fire. The heat plays on my legs.
The shadow from the fire casts me on the far wall. I press the
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cell yet again. It rings. Then a text.
Fuck off.
At a rough guess I would say Charlie was on my side now.
Time for an evening stroll. Whoever is outside isn’t Tampoline-backed. His crew don’t fuck around. They lack subtlety.
Mike Tyson in Swan Lake. If it was Tampoline’s goons I would,
by now, be breathing gas while staring at a gunsmiths’ wet
dream of hardware.
There are two doors to this house. The one I’m next to and
the one in the kitchen. I reach for the door’s handle, breathe
and ease the ancient Colt from my waistband. At least I know it
works. I test fired it the day Charlie handed me it. It’s old-school
but a bullet is a bullet. It’s not accurate beyond ten yards. I don’t
care. It looks good, it goes bang and if you are inside the kill
zone it will ruin your suit.
I depress 3 again. As soon as it connects I’m out of the door.
If all is well Charlie should be doing the same. We figured a long
time ago that sitting tight was a one-way ticket.
It connects. I run.
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